A Full Service
Restaurant
& Bar
On the
1,000 ft.
Sunglow Pier
A great tasting
view

3701 S. Atlantic Ave.
Daytona Beach Shores

788-3364

HAPPY HOUR DAILY 4-6PM

BREAKFAST,
LUNCH & DINNER
ique
A Unrience!
Expe

We are
keeping ALL
State Health
and CDC
Guidelines...

Some of the
Best Local Fish
you will find
in the
area!
HAPPY HOUR 4-6pm
DAILY SPECIALS!
Great Tasting View

OVER THE OCEAN!
Enjoy Fishing on our
1,000 Foot Pier
(No License Required)

www.CrabbyJoesDaytona.com

Come Visit Crabby Joe’s
Ice Cream Shack

By Lucie Winborne
• Autism is more common than childhood
cancer, diabetes and AIDS combined.
• A bizarre dream in which cannibals
surrounded him and prepared to cook him as they
waved spears helped inspire Elias Howe’s invention of the sewing machine. When he awoke, he
remembered that the spears had holes in their
shafts and moved up and down.
• “Bhang lassi” is an Indian milkshake whose
main ingredient is marijuana.
• According to British law, any unclaimed
swan swimming in the open waters of England
and Wales belongs to the queen. The law
originated in medieval times when swans were a
delicacy for the wealthy.
• “Gingerphobia” is a fear of redheads.
• The Russians arrived 12 days late to the
1908 Olympics because they were using the
wrong (i.e., Julian) calendar.
• In 1995 a woman in Sweden lost her
wedding ring while cooking for Christmas. Understandably distraught, she looked everywhere
for it and even pulled up her kitchen floor, but
didn’t see it again until 16 years later, when, while
gardening, she discovered it encircling a carrot
that had sprouted in the middle of it.
• The amount of copper on the Arizona capitol
building roof is equivalent to nearly 5 million
pennies.
• Bumblebees can fly higher than Mt. Everest.
• Because he got a 25% profit share of
merchandise, Elvis Presley manager Colonel
Tom Parker was always in search of new ways
to get fans to lay down some cash. One of the
most notable was marketing to Presley’s haters
with badges that read “I Hate Elvis” and “Elvis
is a Jerk.”
***
Thought for the Day: “The mark of the
immature man is that he wants to die nobly for a
cause, while the mark of the mature man is that
he wants to live humbly for one.” – J.D
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